Introduction 87 88
Among the greatest outstanding puzzles in evolutionary biology is understanding the 89 evolutionary processes that underlie the predominance of sex. A substantial swath of 90 research focuses on population genetic models balancing the costs of sex and 91 asexuality. Such costs are often framed as a comparison of sexual and asexual 92
reproduction in constant environments, where sexual organisms produce two 93 independent sexes. For this reason, these traditionally include the cost of producing 94 independent male organisms (the "twofold cost of sex"), the costs of finding and 95 attracting a mate, and the cost of recombination among co-adapted alleles (Maynard reduction associated with mating system, i.e. inbreeding and/or outcrossing 131 (Charlesworth, 2006) . Mating among related organisms, including self-fertilization, may 132 reduce fitness (inbreeding depression, Charlesworth and Willis, 2009) , while 133
outcrossing between widely divergent individuals may likewise reduce fitness via 134 outbreeding depression (e.g., Waser and Price, 1994) . Although Meirmans and 135 colleagues postulate that mating system negatively impacts sexuals, dissimilarity in the 136 genesis of sexual and asexual lineages (i.e. hybrid origins of asexuals) suggest that the 137 repercussions of mating system could also manifest in asexuals. 138 139
The influence of hybridization and mating system on the evolution of sex implicates the 140 presence and expression of reproductively isolating barriers between species. While 141 some barriers may prevent one species from encountering another (e.g., 142
ecological/geographic prezygotic barriers), others hinder interspecific fertilization 143
following mating (postmating prezygotic barriers). Postzygotic barriers render hybrids 144 inviable or sterile via chromosomal rearrangements, cytonuclear interactions or 145
Bateson-Dobzhansky-Muller incompatibilities (Coyne and Orr, 2004) . Pollen-pistil 146
interactions are a common form of postmating prezygotic barrier in flowering plants. 147 These may be symmetrical, where each direction of a given cross is equally unable to 148 achieve fertilization; or asymmetrical, where one direction of a cross succeeds, but the 149 other fails (Tiffin et al., 2001) . Importantly, multiple barriers often co-occur, bolstering 150 incomplete reproductive isolation caused by a single mechanism (Coyne and Orr, 151
2004). 152 153
The mustard genus Boechera is a widespread North American wildflower that engages 154
in both sexual and asexual reproduction (Böcher, 1951 ; Al-Shehbaz and Windham, 155 1993). Boechera is highly self-fertilizing when sexually reproducing, which enables 156 large-scale assessment of reproductive mode in interspecific hybrids via characteristic 157 levels of heterozygosity (Beck et al., 2012; Li et al., 2017) . Apomixis is widespread in 158
Boechera, and co-occurs with hybridization or with outcrossing among divergent 159 intraspecific populations (Rushworth et al., 2018) . The causative relationship between 160 hybridization and asexuality is unknown, although apomixis may be a result of metabolic 161 dysregulation caused by hybridization (Carman, 1997; Sharbel et al., 2010) . In the field, 162
fitness of asexual lineages is higher than sexual lineages (Rushworth et al., 2019) , 163 leading to two potential scenarios: first, uniformly high fitness of hybrid lineages that 164 frequently reproduce asexually; or rampant but maladaptive hybridization events with 165 rare transitions to asexuality "rescuing" hybrid genotypes. Previous studies of ecological 166 and genetic variation in Boechera stricta suggest that reproductive isolation between 167 subgroups is driven by ecological differentiation ( Here we explore three vignettes investigating the costs of hybridization in the evolution 172 of sex in Boechera. We found that the formation of hybrids between the two best-173 characterized species, Boechera stricta and Boechera retrofracta, is hindered by the 174 expression of multiple reproductive isolating barriers. The main barrier to hybrid success 175 occurred before hybrids were formed, with most F1 crosses failing to set seed. This 176 barrier was asymmetrical, with substantially higher success for F1s with B. stricta as the 177 maternal parent than the reverse cross. Phylogenetic analysis of a chloroplast marker 178 confirmed that B. stricta most often acts as the maternal parent in wild-collected hybrids. 179
We next compared fitness of hybrid F2s with their selfed parental B. stricta lines, finding 180 that hybrid sterility substantially reduces F2 fitness, although fertile F2s produce more 181 fruits than selfed lines. These results have important implications for the speciation 182 process and for the evolution of sex in this ecological model system. 183 184
Materials and Methods

186
Crosses and plant growth 187 188
In the wild, B. stricta and B. retrofracta commonly co-occur, hybridize, and form asexual 189
lineages (Rushworth et al., 2018) . In 2012, one line was selected from 11 populations of 190 each species for use as crossing parents ( Figure 1 , Table S1 in Supplementary  191 Material). In five populations, both species co-occurred in close proximity to one 192
another; these populations are thus considered sympatric. Poor F2 seed set resulted in a final experimental total of seven unique F2 families, 234 derived from the same B. retrofracta parent and four B. stricta individuals (Table S1 ).
235
Parental lines were also permitted to self for a second generation. Segregation of alleles 236 in all lines was observed, indicating that F1s reproduced sexually. 237 238
Greenhouse experiment 239 240
Fitness of F2s and their selfed parental lines was assessed in the greenhouse in 2014.
241
Seeds were germinated on wet filter paper in petri dishes and transplanted as 242 seedlings. Low germination for some F2 families resulted in an unbalanced design. Models for fruit number, aborted fruit number, and fecundity used a negative binomial 277 error distribution, while a binomial error distribution was used for the probability of 278
reproduction. A single outlier that produced 308 fruits was removed from the fruit 279 number, aborted fruit number, and total fitness models. Lifetime fitness was estimated 280
with a zero-inflated negative binomial distribution using the canonical link functions. In 281 most fitness models, structural zeros account for plants that failed to survive. Because 282
survival is not a factor in controlled conditions, structural zeros in the model indicate 283
plants that failed to reproduce, while the conditional portion of the model represents the 284 fecundity of the plants that did reproduce. Zero-inflation was modeled across both main 285 effects. 286 287
All analyses were run in R version 3.5.2. Directionality of cross success via F1 fruit 288 production was analyzed using Fisher's exact tests in the base R stats package. Due to 289 very small sample sizes, statistical comparison of success was not possible for later 290 stages of hybrid development. A maximum parsimony phylogeny was inferred using Paup version 4.0a166 (Swofford, 317 2003) . We performed a search from ten different random addition sequence starting 318 trees, using TBR branch swapping and a reconnection limit of 8. 319 320
Results
322
Hybrid crosses rarely succeed 323 324
The success of hybrid crosses was limited at multiple developmental stages. seed, although one of these failed to germinate, while one produced 13 F2 seeds. 369
Genotyping confirmed that two of these crosses, including the high seed set genotype, 370
were not successful (i.e. the putative F1 was identical to the maternal parent). Of the 371 two remaining crosses, one germinant died early, and the last resulted in a sterile plant. 372
Thus, no paternal B. stricta crosses were ultimately successful in reproducing, 373
suggesting B. stricta is only suitable as a maternal parent. 374 375
Because hybridization dynamics may strongly differ in the field, we used a phylogenetic 376
analysis of the maternally-inherited chloroplast to assess cross directionality of wild-377 collected B. stricta ´ B. retrofracta hybrids. Our plastid trnL alignment of 112 accessions 378 (49 B. stricta, 32 B. retrofracta, 31 hybrids) had 10 variable characters, five of which 379
were parsimony-informative. The most parsimonious trees had 11 changes, and 380 resolves two major groups, one containing 48 of 49 B. stricta accessions, and the other 381 containing 28 of 32 B. retrofracta (Figure 3 Hybrid fitness is lower than selfed lineages 388 389
Total fitness (total maximum seed set, a product of the probability of reproducing and 390 fecundity) was lower in F2 hybrids than in selfed lineages (overall significance, Table 1 ). 391
On average, hybrids produced 510 (±43.3 se) seeds per plant, while selfed genotypes 392 produced 784 (±30.6 se) seeds per plant. 67.8% of hybrids (±0.03 se) reproduced vs. 393
96.2% of selfed lines (±0.01 se). Hybrids were far less likely to reproduce than selfed 394 lines, which drove this difference in fitness (zero-inflated model, Table 1 , Figure 4A ), 395
although this difference was not significant following correction for multiple comparisons 396
in the reproduction-only model (Table S3) . 397 398
However, F2 hybrids produced more fruits than selfed lines, averaging 22.5 ±1.62 se 399 compared to 10.6 ±0.4 se for selfed lines ( Figure 4B , Table 2 ). Hybrids had notably 400
higher variance in fruit number, with a standard deviation of 24.1 fruits compared to 6.17 401 for selfed lines. Indeed, one hybrid individual produced 308 fruits, while the maximum 402 number of fruits produced by a selfed line was 48. F2 hybrids also produced more 403 aborted fruits than selfed lineages; this difference was significant prior to correction for 404 multiple comparisons (P=0.02), but not after (Table S4) . Fecundity, or seed set 405 conditional upon reproduction, did not differ between hybrids and selfed lines, with 406
hybrids producing an average of 709 seeds ±52.3 se compared to 814 ±30.0 se for 407
selfed lines (conditional model, Table 1 , Figure S1 , Table S5 ). Estimated marginal 408 means for all individual models are reported in Table S6 . 409 410
Selfed lines were not significantly larger than hybrid lines (hybrid mean 90.2mm ±1.95se 411 vs. selfed mean 127mm ±1.02 se), although hybrid size was more variable (hybrid 412 standard deviation, sd=29 vs. selfed sd=15.8; Figure S2 ). Size had a significant effect 413 on total fitness (overall model, Table 1 ), probability of reproduction (zero-inflated 414 portion, Table 1 ) and fruit number (Table 2) . Notably, a random effect of genotype 415
accounted for 14% of the variance in the total fitness model, far more than any other 416 random term in this model or in any other (Table S7 ). This suggests that genotype plays 417 a large role in the ultimate trajectory of hybrid lineages.
419
Discussion 420 421
Hybridization is known to co-occur with transitions to asexuality in numerous plant 422 systems (summarized in Asker and Jerling, 1992) . Although a substantial body of 423 research explores the evolution of sex via a balance between its costs and those of 424 asexuality, few studies account for the effects of correlated traits. The strong link 425 between asexuality and hybridization across the tree of life is likely to influence the 426 evolution of sex in several unique ways. First, hybridization that occurs among sexual 427 lineages and results in outbreeding depression may represent a cost of sexual 428
reproduction. Alternatively, if hybridization is frequently associated with transitions to 429 asexuality, but most asexual hybrids exhibit lower fitness, hybridization may be 430 considered a cost of asexuality. Second, asexuality may act as a "rescue" of low fitness 431 hybrids, enabling reproductive assurance for lineages that might otherwise go extinct. 432
Third, hybridization alters phenotype expression in myriad ways, resulting in traits that 433 are transgressive, intermediate, or novel. These alterations, in turn, will have strong 434 ecological impacts on the evolutionary trajectories of hybrid lineages. 435 436
Here we explored the fitness consequences of de novo hybrids in controlled conditions. 437
We found that the costs of hybrid formation may far outweigh any benefits that 438 successful hybrid asexuals experience in the natural environment. F2 hybrids are less 439 likely to reproduce, which results in reduced fitness (Table 1, Figure 4) , despite 440 producing more fruits than their selfed counterparts (Table 2) . Hybrids are also difficult 441 to form; hybridization events led to F1 fruit formation in less than 20% of crosses. 442
Additionally, cross directionality is of profound importance. In our experiment, only 443
hybrids with B. stricta as the maternal parent were ultimately successful (Figure 2) . A 444 chloroplast phylogeny corroborates this result, implicating asymmetrical reproductively 445
isolating barriers in the formation of hybrids (Figure 3) . Collectively, multiple 446
reproductively isolating barriers reduce hybrid fitness, which has important 447 consequences for hybrid lineages in the wild. 448 449
Numerous traditional costs of sex, such as the twofold cost of males and the metabolic 450 costs of attracting a mate, have been discussed in the literature (Lehtonen et al., 2012) . 451
Recently, Meirmans et al. (2012) proposed hybridization, inbreeding, and outcrossing, 452
which we collectively will refer to as mating system, as an additional cost of sex. As 453 conceived by the authors, outcrossing and hybridization will negatively impact the 454 fitness of sexual lineages, via reproductive isolation or outbreeding depression.
455
Similarly, inbreeding within small populations may reduce sexual fitness through 456
inbreeding depression. Through this lens, the fitness consequences of mating system 457 fall on sexual populations, and asexuals, once formed, are able to avoid fitness 458 reductions by avoiding mating altogether. 459 460 However, mating system may instead pose a cost to asexuals. Additionally, whether 461
mating system costs impact sexuals or asexuals may depend on other factors. For 462 example, the nature of hybridization costs will depend on the frequency of transition to 463 asexual reproduction following hybridization. If all hybrids transition to asexuality, the 464 developmental issues caused by reproductively isolating barriers may hinder asexual 465 formation and success. If the majority of hybrids are sexual, with rare transitions to 466 asexuality, the fitness detriments of hybridization will pose a cost to sexual populations. 467 468 Knowledge of a system's mating system is critical to attributing this cost. For example, 469 frequent self-fertilization among sexual lineages will largely enable avoidance of the 470 fitness costs of hybridization. While asexual Boechera result from outcrossing events 471 between either populations or species, sexual lineages are highly self-fertilizing ( rare hybridization events always co-occur with asexuality; or rampant hybridization 477 produces numerous short-lived sexual lineages, some of which transition to asexuality. 478
With more knowledge of both the mechanisms of asexual formation, and the 479 outcrossing and hybridization rate in natural populations, distinguishing between these 480 possibilities offers a promising area for future research.
482
Hybridization may represent a cost of both sex and asexuality, through its substantial 483
and varying influence on the expression of numerous phenotypic traits. Importantly, the 484 mode of expression will depend on the genetic basis of the trait under consideration. 485
Hybrids may produce traits that are intermediate to their parents, or the phenotype of 486 one parent, or even transgressive or novel (Rieseberg et al., 1999; Abbott et al., 2013; 487 Yakimowski and Rieseberg, 2014) . Similarly, hybridization is likely to influence different 488 components of fitness. Fitness is an inherently complex trait, putatively underlain by 489 thousands of loci across the genome. Indeed, heterosis in maize is well-known to 490 increase fitness, likely through the masking of many deleterious recessive alleles 491 (Springer and Stupar, 2007) . Simultaneously, certain fitness components may be 492 simple. For example, overdominance at a single locus SFT in tomato causes production 493 of indeterminate infructescences, vastly increasing the number of fruits (Krieger et al., 494 2010) . Importantly, the genotype of each parent will have a substantial impact on the 495 nature of hybrid trait expression, as seen in our total fitness model. Further 496 disentangling of the unique fitness impacts of hybridity and its ramifications for the 497 evolution of sex is an open prospect in theory and experimental research, and Boechera 498
is well-situated for this work. 499 500
Impediments to Boechera hybrid formation at multiple stages of development suggest 501 the action of multiple reproductive barriers. Hybrid inviability (indicated by relatively low 502 germination of hybrids) and sterility (indicated by both a failure to reproduce and by the 503 production of more aborted, or sterile, fruits) are both factors in F2s, suggesting the 504 presence of Bateson-Dobzhansky-Muller incompatibilities. However, the main barrier to 505 hybrid formation in our crosses occurred prior to fertilization. The failure of most F1 506 crosses to set seed is consistent with postmating prezygotic barriers. Pollen-pistil 507 barriers, when incompatible interactions between pollen and pistil results in failed 508 hybridization, are known from a range of plant taxa including maize ( 2015) and the arrest of pollen tube growth (e.g., Kermicle, 2006) , are implicated in these 518 pollen-pistil barriers. Mating system may also play a role; when one hybridizing species 519
is self-incompatible (SI) and the other is self-compatible (SC), SI pollen may pollinate 520 SC ovules, but the reverse cross fails through the production of improperly developed 521 seeds (Brandvain and Haig, 2005; Bedinger et al., 2017) . Although both B. stricta and 522
B. retrofracta are SC, two lines of evidence suggest that this mechanism may play a 523 role. First, average microsatellite-based FIS in B. stricta is 0.89 (Song et al., 2006) , while 524
average microsatellite-based GIS in B. retrofracta is 0.71 (Rushworth et al., 2018) . 525
These population statistics are dependent on the level of heterozygosity estimated in 526 each given study, and care should be taken when comparing them. Nonetheless, the 527 large disparity may suggest larger effective population size in B. retrofracta, and 528 perhaps higher levels of outcrossing. If this is the case, the SI ´ SC mechanism predicts 529 that B. stricta will succeed only as a maternal parent when paired with B. retrofracta, 530 consistent with our results (Figures 2 and 3) . Additional support for an SI ´ SC 531 mechanism would be found in the characterization of aberrant seeds formed by the 532 incompatible cross direction, which is a potential area for further research. Substantial 533 future work is needed to understand the genetic mechanisms underlying hybrid 534 incompatibility in Boechera. 535 536
Critical to the evolution of hybrid incompatibilities is the environments in which they 537 evolve. Geographic isolation, for example, may strongly impact the evolution of 538
reproductive barriers, leading to expression of barriers in sympatric but not allopatric 539
populations (Coyne and Orr, 2004 ). This pattern is often seen in the process of 540 reinforcement, where secondary contact leads to increased reproductive isolation 541 between populations (Hopkins, 2013) . Although this study is underpowered to detect 542 differences between allopatric and sympatric populations, it is worth noting that all four 543
B. stricta lineages that successfully produced hybrids are from populations allopatric 544 with B. retrofracta. Additionally, ecological variation will determine patterns of natural 545 selection on hybrids. The suitability of B. stricta as a maternal, but not paternal, parent 546
suggests that hybrids are more likely to arise in B. stricta habitat. Research focusing on 547 natural selection on B. stricta ´ B. retrofracta hybrids should be undertaken in the 548 habitats in which these lineages naturally arise and thrive. 549 550
Studies of sexual/asexual dynamics are rarely undertaken in the field, which 551
substantially influences our understanding of the evolution of sex (Neiman et al., 2018) .
552
Comparison with studies conducted in the natural environment are thus of vital 553
importance to understanding the real-life costs of sex. Additionally, pairing controlled 554 experiments with those in the field can offer new insight into evolutionary processes 555 (e.g., Anderson et al., 2011) . In the field, asexual lineages have higher fitness than 556 sexuals, driven by substantially higher over-winter survival of asexuals, with no 557 evidence for differences in probability of reproduction, fruit number, or fecundity 558 (Rushworth et al., 2019) . In contrast, the work presented here showed that de novo 559 hybrids were less likely to reproduce than selfed lineages, resulting in lower overall 560
fitness (Table 1) . However, hybrids produced more fruits than sexuals, and had higher 561 variance in fruit number (Figure 4 ), suggesting that some hybrid lineages may enjoy 562 extremely high fitness. as the maternal parent were more likely to set seed than those with B. stricta as the 877 paternal parent. Proportion of unique parental combinations that resulted in F1 fruit are 878
shown. 
